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It's Time For You To Become A PokÃ¨mon Master!Do you want to keep wasting time trying to level,
or do you want to learn the hacks?The game of PokÃ¨mon Go recently released and it has already
taken the world by storm. Take a walk down your neighborhood park and you will see dozens of
people staring at their phones catching PokÃ¨mon. There is a lot of competition, and there are
specific strategies that you can learn to have an advantage over your competition. We will go over a
complete walkthrough of how to play PokÃ¨mon Go, so that if you are a beginner, you can quickly
learn the ropes and advance, or if you are more experienced, you can learn strategies to level your
PokÃ¨mon and trainer faster than your peers.Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn In This
PokÃ¨mon Go Game Guideâ€¦Techniques for Catching PokÃ¨monThe Correct Way to Track
PokÃ¨monHow to Catch High Level PokÃ¨monInterface GuideHow to Use PokÃ¨mon ItemsHow to
Win Gym BattlesHow to Become A Gym LeaderPokestopsLeveling Your TrainerPokÃ¨mon
Weaknesses and StrengthsAdvanced TechniquesTroubleshootingIf you have been struggling to
effectively raise your PokÃ¨mon's CP, hustling to catch enough PokÃ¨mon to evolve, or are having
trouble leading and keeping a gym, this book is for you!Just take a look at what some of our readers
have sent us:"At first I was having a lot of trouble with the time I had to put into the game. I wanted
to be effective, but I don't have all day to walk around playing this game. With the tips I learned from
Drake, I was able to quickly turn that around and take over my neighborhood gym. Thanks again!"--Chris T. ---SO grateful for the XP hacks. Once you taught those, my trainer experience shot up
immediately and now I'm finding more PokÃ¨mon with higher CP. (Less stardust wasted on my
lower CP PokÃ¨mon) XD" --- Josh B. ---"Levels up galore and I have a bunch of high level
PokÃ¨mon now. Great stuff. Keep writing more please."--- Sam N. ---Account Giveaway with all 145
PokÃ¨mon!I am giving away my PokÃ¨mon Go account that contains all currently available 145
PokÃ¨mon. Download our ebook for more details!FREE Bonus Cheat Sheet included!We've
included a detailed guide on how to find PokÃ¨mon Nests in your area so that you can quickly
gather candies and raise 2000+ CP PokÃ¨mon.Download Your Copy Today!To order this PokÃ¨mon
Go book, click the "Buy now with 1-Click" button and download your copy right now!Money Back
GuaranteeWe want to make this decision as easy as possible for you! If you run into ANY problems
with our book, we offer a 30 day money back guarantee for a full refund of the book. No questions
asked - so no need to worry! Tags: Pokemon Go, Pokemon, Pokemon Go Game, Pokemon Master,
Pokemon Training, iOS, Android, App, Secrets, Tips, Hints, Tricks
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Pokemon Go amusement is the discussion of the time that is another experience of fun
undertakings to appreciate! This diversion made to permit players of all ages to venture to the far
corners of the planet and catch pokemon that cover up in any corner. Really it is a fun diversion
where players encounter this present reality as their own particular Pokemon world. This book
clarifies the routes in a simple mode how precisely one ought to start the amusement.I think the
book is great that teaches the basics about the game and gives us some tips and tricks on how to
capture the pokemons with just a single try and there are instructions on how to spot lures, get
potions! Thanks to the author.

I am not a Pokemon Go fan, or an avid follower and not even play this game, but seems there are
plenty of noise going around about this sensational pokemon go, and this makes this game unique
and interesting. After reading this book of Trainer I found a lot of information.that a would be
pokemon player needed. From capturing PokÃ©mon to hatching eggs, you will learn how to play
this game. Take your knowledge of PokÃ©mon to the next level with this new and amazing game,
and may you never be the same again.

This guide had all the same information as the other guides I was recently reading but this one
offerred something better. I had no idea the throwing strength differed depending on the level of the
pokemon. lol. I'm quite old school and have only been playing recently so this has been a big help
so far. Awesome!

This is a great book that not only explains the basics of Pokemon go, but give in depth information
on how to succeed and be the very best. Very easy to understand and a very well written book. I am
totally amazed by the content of this book. The information is presented in a very organized manner
and each detail are explained very well. I just started to play Pokemon Go that is why this is such a
great help for me.

This will answer all your Pokemon go's worries and frustrations. It is a detailed guide that goes over
every nick and cranny of the game! Dives into how to find them, combat points and poke stops in
great detail. I will definitely reread this so that i can become better than my friends at the game and
"Catch Them All"

This is an excellent guidebook and inside of this book the author has described some effective
Pokemon Go master guides. I purchased this book for my younger brother and he is a super fan of
this latest released game. Thought I liked that game too, and actually, this book is for both of us. By
reading this book I have learned some specific strategies and complete walk-through of how to play
Pokemon Go.This book guided me about how to catch and track Pokemon. Here I have found
interface guides, how to use items, how to win battles and much more. I really liked those advanced
techniques that I found inside of this book and itâ€™s really amazing. Overall, this book really
fulfilled my expectation and I will recommend this book to them, how have interest in this book.

Heard about the new trend this days? Ah uh. Pokemon Go. The application that is just the talk of the
people now. Well, if you are caught up with this app, then itâ€™s best if you know the whole thing. I
must say that with this book, you can learn the whole thing. Itâ€™s easy to read and all the ideas put
together were understandable. Youâ€™ll surely enjoy this book. Even your child can read this too. I
was amazed with this one. Now, Iâ€™m reading this few times now. I liked it so much.

This is the first place that gave me basics of the game. Whatever I already knew came from other

players or from trial and error. If I had read this first, I would not have made those errors. As it is, I
have a clearer view of how the game works after reading this.
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